
Cognitive-Behavioral Treatment
for Panic Disorder

Q. Dr. Hurley, we discussed in the past some of the pharmacologic treatments for anxiety

disorders, but there are a number of non-pharmacologic treatments available that are very

important for patient care. One of the more common disorders is panic disorder. Can you

discuss some of the psychotherapeutic treatment options for patients? 

A. As you know, most psychiatric disorders require a combination of approaches to provide

maximum treatment benefit. For panic disorder it is extremely important to use

psychotherapeutic approaches for most patients. In fact, psychotherapeutic

interventions are an essential component for full treatment of most mental health

disorders, and unfortunately, many patients look for the "quick fix" of taking a pill

without any additional forms of treatment. For panic disorder in particular, the best

outcome is usually achieved when the patient has been taught to work with the panic

attack itself through cognitive-behavioral psychotherapeutic intervention.

Panic attacks are intensely aversive internal physical sensations that are, to the patient,

intolerable. If someone has never had a panic attack, it is difficult to understand how

"awful" these attacks are to the patient. Family, friends and support staff may easily

minimize the difficulty, not appreciating what it really feels like.

Panic disorder begins after the patient has experienced panic attacks, with at least one

of the attacks being followed by at least one month of persistent concern about attacks,

worry about the implications of the attack, and/or the patient has significant change in

behavior related to the attacks. The changes in behavior may lead to avoidance of

situations or places where an attack is anticipated. This is called agoraphobia. (See

Tables 1, 2 and 3)

Typically, the patient has his or her first attack without warning, and feels the

sensations of rapid heart beat, sweating, dizziness, rapid breathing, numbness, and/or

tingling. The patient assumes that this is a heart attack. After the first attack, but

certainly if these attacks continue, the patient  seeks medical128 attention. When

medical causes are eventually ruled out, the patient may or may not be given an

adequate, or understandable, explanation of the problem. If the patient accepts that the

problem is "psychological," the patient will hopefully see a mental health practitioner. If

this is not done and attacks persist, the patient will continue to seek other medical

services, the panic attacks will worsen and maladaptive coping strategies will develop. 

Most commonly, the patient develops fears of situations associated with the panic

attacks, and becomes more anxious anticipating panic attacks. Thus, a cycle develops of

anticipatory anxiety and phobic avoidance of situations. The patient may eventually

become agoraphobic (a phobia in which the person fears situations such as leaving the

house, or crowded situations, due to the possibility of panic attacks).

Q. How do  you educate the  patient  and enlist his or her interest in undergoing

psychotherapeutic treatment? Many patients have a vested interest in believing it is a

medical problem so they do not have to deal with the potential stigma of dealing with a

psychological disorder.
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A. Patients can have an explanation that they have a physiological predisposition to over-

arousal, and this over-arousal can generate a panic attack. It must be mentioned that

all people have the potential for a panic attack under extreme circumstances like a car

accident or on the battlefront in war. 

TABLE 1. DEFINITION OF PANIC ATTACK

Panic Attack: A discrete period of intense fear or discomfort, in which four or more of the

following symptoms develop abruptly and reach a peak within 10 minutes:

1. Palpitations (pounding heart, accelerated heartbeat)

2. Sweating

3. Trembling or shaking

4. Sensations of shortness of breath or smothering

5. Feelings of choking

6. Chest pain or discomfort

7. Nausea or abdominal distress

8. Feeling dizzy, unsteady, lightheaded, or faint

9. De-realization (feelings of unreality)

10. Fear of losing control or going crazy

11. Fear of dying

12. Paraesthesias (numbness or tingling)

13. Chills or hot flushes

Thus, stigmatization of the panic attacks can be reduced by such explanations.

The explanation itself is also part of the treatment. The therapist then uses a number of

behavioral and cognitive-therapy techniques to teach patients to control the panic attack.

These include relaxation techniques, respiratory control techniques, and exposure

therapy.

Q. How is this done?

A. There are a number of ways. In an office setting, the patient can be taught to engage in

deep muscle relaxation and visual imagery. The patient is taught to use relaxation skills in

a variety of situations when anxiety is detected. In addition, the therapist may also use

visual imagery during relaxation in the office to "rehearse" situations. The therapist

develops a hierarchy of fearful situations, has the patient imagine them, and teaches the

patient to induce relaxation until he or she becomes quite competent and skilled at this.

These techniques include systematic desensitization, and other variants of the use of

visual imagery.

Patients will also be taught various "breathing" techniques to aid riding out a panic attack,

as well as cognitive statements of competence to help teach the patient that he or she can

tolerate anxiety feelings, control them, and the feelings will dissipate. It is important that

the patient understand that panic attacks are self-limiting.5

Research tends to show that it is also essential that the patient practice these skills in real

life, called "in vivo" methods. For example, when the patient exposes him or herself to the



fearful situations outside the office, it is essential that he or she does not continue the

phobic avoidance and controls the panic attack, enhancing a feeling of competence. The

techniques are based on the behavioral construct of exposure-response experience

(multiple trials of exposure to the feared situations while having the anxiety or escape

response prevented).  Thus, the patient re-learns or 

TABLE 2. DEFINITION OF AGORAPHOBIA

Agoraphobia: Anxiety about being in places or situations from which escape might be

difficult or embarrassing, or in which help may not be available in the event of a panic attack

or panic-like symptoms; these situations are usually avoided.

"re-conditions" him or herself. Normal intelligence patients may be given homework

assignments that include exposure as well as reading (bibliotherapy) about techniques.

Frequently, patients of normal intelligence need therapist-assisted exposure, or family or

friends may be enlisted to help with the exposure to the fearful situations as well as

coaching during a panic attack.

Q. How long do these techniques take and is there a need for on-going work?

A. The best way to address these problems is intensively and cognitive-behavioral techniques

can work quite rapidly. Someone with panic disorder is usually motivated for treatment

because the experience is so aversive. Further, rapid and intensive treatment has the best

chance of reversing the previous physiological-psychological conditioning, for it gives the

patient less chance to re-learn bad habits and induce further attacks or avoidance

behaviors. Once the patient begins to get a handle on the situation, he or she becomes

more confident about his or her ability to learn these techniques, and can do more

independently.

The most crucial element is teaching the patient to ride the panic attack–to truly believe

that he or she is not sick, not having a heart attack, and not going to die. The patient

must understand that the panic attack is time-limited; the body just does not continue in

this state for hours.  The patient must also believe, and experience, that he or she can5

induce relaxation and reduce the intensity and length of the attack.

Q. Is there a need for patients to continue to use these techniques for the rest of their lives?

A. For most patients who undergo full treatment, there is potentially a very good prognosis.

They may be able to totally overcome this problem. Many patients never need drug

therapy.

Q. How do you work with MR/DD patients who have less cognitive understanding and abilities

and insight into the panic attack?

A. Higher functioning adults in the range of mild mental retardation can learn to use these

techniques fairly easily.  If they live in supported environments with family members or1,2,3,6

staff, these people must also be educated about the condition, and then they can be

trained to be assistive-helpers. In many ways, the support persons are a great advantage

in applying treatments.

For those patients with more limited cognitive abilities, their understanding of the

techniques and ability to apply them may be quite inadequate. Techniques need to be

adapted to a great degree, and help of others becomes more necessary.

Q. Are there some techniques that can be more easily adapted for lower functioning individuals

than others?

A. Yes, relaxation techniques have been used successfully and can be adapted and supported



by staff daily. Rehearsal, use of music tapes, physical-massage relaxation, and reward

systems can all be constructed to provide a therapeutic approach to help the patient

achieve the goals.

In addition, these patients can have the techniques applied by others if the beginning of a

panic attack is observed. For example, staff can support the person, and verbally direct

the person to relax. 

Q. How would someone else know that a panic attack is occurring? What do family or staff look

for?

A. You can see some observable signs:  sweating, dilated pupils, quick breathing, and staff or

family could check the pulse. For support staff and family, the most difficult  signs to

interpret are non-specific

TABLE 3: DSM-IV  DIAGNOSES

PANIC DISORDER W ITHOUT AGORAPHOBIA

A. 1. Recurrent unexpected panic attack

2. At least one of the attacks has been followed by one month or more of one or more of

the following:

a. persistent concern about additional attacks

b. worry about the implications of the attack and consequences

c.

significant change in behavior related to the attacks

B. Absence of agoraphobia

C. The panic attacks are not due to substances or medical conditions

D. The panic attack is not better accounted for by another mental disorder 
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behavioral responses to stress, such as agitation, aggression, avoidance, somatic

complaints and isolation.  Such behaviors may also signal an attack. 1,2,4,6

Support staff may also be alert to the circumstances in which a patient’s panic attacks

occur, and these might include such situations as getting on the van for an outing, leaving

the house, or seeing an animal. For each person, the situations will be individually

specific. Staff and family may look for the triggers and work with the therapist to identify

supportive and effective strategies for the patient.



Another typical situation is the panic attack in the middle of night. Typically, the patient

awakens from an anxiety dream in a full blown attack. The person may sit up, scream,

cry, breathe rapidly, etc. Staff and family must be alert to this and report these to the

therapist.

It is important that staff be educated about panic disorder, for many symptoms of panic

attacks among people with MR/DD might be interpreted as a behavior problem–-for

example, it may be thought the person was just "acting out" on the van.1,4,6

Q. In your opinion, what is the role of drug therapy?

A. Many patients respond to a psychotherapeutic approach alone. Many cognitive-behavior

psychotherapists prefer this, believing that the learning of the patient is enhanced by

learning under the conditions of the full attack. Further, the patient then does not have to

deal with medication and its possible side-effects. For some patients, the use of medication

prevents them from believing that they can effectively control the panic attack, making

them less effective learners and potentially dependent on medication for years.

Other practitioners believe that a combination of medication and psychotherapeutic

techniques work best, and some patients certainly can improve on drug therapy alone.

Ultimately, each patient is an individual and should have both options offered.

Q. It is important to educate higher functioning individuals with MR/DD how to label and

recognize these sensations. They often have difficulty labeling emotions but also any type of

physical feelings. Education in that regard is essential. How do you do this?

A. Psychotherapy sessions often focus on teaching feelings, and homework assignments with

family or staff are helpful as well. Teaching must be very simple, and pictures of faces with

different expressions are often used during psychotherapy sessions to help teach the

individual.

Q. What is the expected outcome for a person with panic disorder who receives treatment?

A. Overall prognosis is good. Many cases can be treated successfully. It is important to

identify these problems and provide treatment. If neglected, the condition usually worsens

and becomes more difficult to treat.
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